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Welcome
F

rom all of us at Jaymarandy Livestock we would like to welcome you to our 2nd Online Bull Sale. Last year’s online sale was
an enjoyable experience and we appreciate all the people that participated by either bidding or buying. Our favourite part of
all our past bull sales over the last 40 years has always been the fellowship between cattlemen and women. It is truly unfortunate
that things have gone to the extent they have for the last 2 years. That said, we are certainly glad that Mark Shologan and his staff
at DLMS have made such an incredibly successful marketing tool for large and small, commercial and purebred producers, auction
barns and marketing agencies to utilize. Our bulls sold to many new customers with several also to our repeat customers. Our
bulls sold as far South as the Nebraska Sandhills and as far West as along the Alaskan Highway in North Western Alberta. Several
commercial programs making multi bull purchases, also. We had many people through the pens in the weeks preceding the sale
and several at the open house the day prior to the sale and we encourage the same this year. We have made a few changes since
last year due to the ever evolving state of affairs that the world presents to us and where we see our program needing to be in the
industry in the future.
1. The first is that we have diversified into the Simmental breed and you will see a single lot offering in this sale. Even though he is a
single lot he is worth the trip to see in person and is an extra age bull.
2. Secondly we will be continuing to sell our Lim-Flex cattle and have an excellent bull in the offering and he gives nothing away
to the pen mates. I will speak more on these special offerings in the respective lot notes. The Angus bulls are a special group this
year. Jaymarandy Copenhagen Smile 6003D and Severston’s G-Man 288E have once again offered some excellent bulls that are
complemented by industry greats such as the Legendary female maker Bar E-L Natural Law and Basin Payweight 1682. The Dams
and grand dams of these bulls are from the cream of the crop around here and of the industry. Young Dale Grace 169B, Jaymarandy
Grace 510C, MF Erica 8080, Triple C Shear Designs all having direct or ET sons in the sale. The list of what these cows have done
and will do in the future will be spoken of in the respective lot notes and is very significant.
3. The third change will be the addition of semen lots by our newest resident herd sire, Jaymarandy Lights and Sirens 911G. We
wanted to prove the bull before we put him into the industry. The cow family that backs him on both sides of his pedigree should
not require introduction into the industry. Our Grace cows crossed with EA Rose have been highly appreciated at Public Auction
this year in the Rose Bowl, Keystone Klassic and Premier and Guest Falls View Sale where they averaged $9000 and sold to some
pretty exciting places.
4. The final change is that we will be proceeding by ourselves this year. We strongly weighed the decision of including sales
management again this year but in the end we elected to not. It was not a light decision and it certainly was made with only positive
intentions. We love working with all of the industry marketers and T Bar C has been with our last 4 bulls sales. I appreciate
everything that their staff have done for us and especially the extra effort Ben Wright put into the sales and visits. If busy people
give you their time, you should feel valued and Ben always made a point to give us his time over and above the effort. But, with our
sale size we had to make that tough decision. If you cannot see the offering in person yourself we will be providing videos of each
lot within 2 weeks of sale time. With that said I also offer a site unseen purchase plan and the bull/s will be as we spoke of them or
you do not own them.
Calving: A quick note on the birth weights of some of the bulls. Last year we out sourced much of our feeding and calving to a good
friend, Allen Rawluk, that runs one of the best commercial programs I know of. Unfortunately/fortunately he had a large volume
to silage available to feed and we did not have enough feed. He, as usual did a great job of animal husbandry but our normally low
birth weights - due to grass hay fed till calving - did go up on a few bulls that were born there of cows fed silage. All of that said I
don’t foresee any calving issues as they are built right for calving.
Feeding program: This year we worked with Derek Reimer of Trouw Nutrition to formulate a nutrition plan that would have the bulls
eating a TRM ration directed towards 3.84/lbs of gain daily. The ration contains corn silage, grass hay and a bull grower pellet. The idea
is that we remove the acidosis complications and maintain a high roughage diet to remove the breakdown of bulls as they transition to
grass. The bulls will come to the new owners in optimal health and conditioned at a high 3 or low 4 body condition score.
Again, the offering is small but what we lose in size we certainly make up for in quality. That will always be our Modus Operandi.
Who wants lots of mediocrity? Certainly not us.
The boys are growing and always keep us on our toes. Owen, Finnley and Corban are finding their own personalities and it is enjoyable
and testing all in the same. Owen likes playing with transformers and is big on math at this stage and it seems that is his greatest
interest. Finnley enjoys his transformers and the new dogs. Corban
seems to enjoy pestering his brothers for the most part but what else
is a 2 year old and the youngest to do? It’s a right of passage. We hope
that this finds you all feeling well and that the calving season is filled
with optimism, warm weather and health calves.

All the best, Mark, Elisabeth, Owen, Finnley and Corban Angus
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SALEInformation
INFORMATION
Sale
SALE DAY PHONES
Mark Angus			1-204-281-5099
Elisabeth Angus		 1-204-230-7688
CATTLE VIEWING
As with any start from scratch operation, Elisabeth
and I both work off farm jobs. We request that you
call in advance for viewing. April 4th will serve as sale
kick off and Open House with complementary food
and beverages. Viewing of cattle prior to April 4-5
is available, welcomed and appreciated. With social
distancing in place of course.
DIRECTIONS
2 miles South of Beausejour from the junction of Hwy
44 and Hwy 302 (Tim Hortons), 1/4 Mile West on
Mile Rd 70N. Municipal Site 41127
TERMS
Terms of sale are cash or cheque. All cattle must
be settled for with in 7 days of auction close out
unless prior arrangements have been made. Cattle
will not be released until satisfactory settlement
has been received.
GUARANTEE
The sale offering is guaranteed to be fertile and
reproductively sound. All bulls will sell having been
semen and soundness evaluated by a representative
of Beausejour Animal Hospital and sell in accordance
with the terms and conditions outlined by the
Canadian Angus Association.
Beausejour Animal Hospital 1-204-268-2177
INTEREST AND POSSESSION
Unless otherwise stated prior to sale start, Jaymarandy
Livestock reserves the right to 50 units of owners use
semen on all bulls in the sale. If deemed necessary
and if the semen is not collected prior to the sale
Jaymarandy Livestock will collect the semen at the
convenience of the new owner and at the expense of
Jaymarandy Livestock.
HEALTH
All cattle sell under functional health and are
vaccinated with Covexin Plus, Bovishield Gold and
Fusoguard x 2 for foot rot prevention pre breeding
season. All bulls will receive pre breeding Vitamin A,
D and E boosters.
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LIABILITY
The Angus family and Jaymarandy Livestock assumes
no responsibility or liability for accident or injuries
that occur on the sale premises.
DELIVERY
Jaymarandy Livestock will work with the new owners
to get your purchase/s to you in a timely manner.
Jaymarandy will provide delivery to central points
(black top access sale facilities) of Western and
Eastern Canada prior to May 1 for no cost to all
purchases exceeding $4000 dollars per head. This will
be done at our convenience. After May 1 all cost of
transport will be incurred by the purchaser.
Transport to the USA and Eastern and Western
Canada provided by:
H.S. Knills Transport of Paris Ontario:1-519-442-3106
**All bulls picked up sale day and the following week with
receive an additional $100.00 off their sale purchase/s**
SIGHT UNSEEN PURCHASES
All bulls are pictured and will have sale videos done
within 45 days of the sale to provide as updated as
possible visual assessment available. All bulls will
also be foot scored according to the Canadian Angus
Association assessment photos. With all of this
provided, if you require further assistance in your
assessment of the bulls and cannot make it to the farm
please call Mark in advance of the sale day and we can
discuss your needs. The bulls will be as we discuss
them, period. (Absentee bidding)
ABSENTEE BIDDING
Despite all the technology available, some folks just
don’t want that type of exposure. And I don’t blame
those that want to stay off the grid. If you want to
participate in the auction and don’t utilize internet then
please contact Mark or any of the sales staff and we will
handle your bids with integrity. Your money will be
managed as if it is yours….well…because it is yours.

n

DAM’S DOCILITY AT CALVING SCORE OR DDAC
We have developed a Dam’s docility at calving as we pride ourselves on breeding bulls with highly maternal
pedigrees and as such expect customers would want to understand what the potential replacements will be like
to deal with as cows at calving time. Personally, I will cull a cow based solely on temperament regardless of how
well she produces. Our children are often in the pen with cattle and the cows had better behave or the cow will
be served at McDonalds.
1/5 - Poor demeanour and sells with calf in the fall.
2/5 - Best managed in a later calving interval and best managed out of barn.
3/5 - Cow is respectful but calf is best managed on its own.
4/5 - Regular handling of calf in presence of mother but aware of her.
5/5 - Regular handling of calf in presence of mother with no concern.
FOOT SCORE
Canadian Angus Association has outlined a set of parameters which collectively serve as the foot guidelines.
Please utilize this tool with caution as it does not represent movement further up the kinetic chain into the
pastern and hock and hip. It also DOES NOT serve as a soundness or length of service scale. We utilize it purely
as an assessment tool not a marketing tool. It is solely utilized as a representation of our animals mechanical
make up for full disclosure to our customers.
CALVING EASE SCORE
Cows only *
Cows and big heifers **
Heifers ***
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HOW TO BID | WWW.DLMS.CA | FARMGATE TIMED AUCTIONS

HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN A FARMGATE TIMED AUCTION
After you are at the FarmGate Timed auction site click the LOGIN/REGISTRATION button.
FIRST TIME FARMGGATE USERS: First time users will select the REGISTER button from this page. Fill out the registration form to signup for a free user account
and it allows you to select a username and password for use on all Farm Gate Timed auctions. (please note due to some of the text notification features the FarmGate
Time Auction Site requires a new account separate account from your DLMS Live sale site)
- After you create your FarmGate account you will receive a txt message with a pin code to verify your account.
- On your first log in to FarmGate Timed auctions we recommend you go to your profile and confirm your notifications are set to YES. This allows the site to send you
text and/or email notifications when you are out bid and if there is activity on your favorite lots.
RETURNING FARMGGATE USERS: If you have used Farm Gate Timed auctions in the past simply enter your user name and password to continue. After you have
logged in you are able to browse the timed auctions on DLMS FarmGate Timed Auctions.
HOW TO BID IN A TIMED AUCTION: Now that you are logged in and your account phone number / email is verified you are able to bid on an upcoming sale.
Simply find the lot you are interested in bidding on. After you have found the lot there are 2 options for bidding on the lot.
PLACE NEXT BID – to place the next bid on the item, you see the amount in the first box, you simply click the “Place Bid” button and after you review the bid and agree to
the terms and conditions your bid will be placed.
MAX BID AMOUNT – to place a max bid you put your max bid in the second box listed as “Max Bid” on the item, and then click the “Place Bid” button and after you
review the bid and agree to the terms and conditions your bid will be placed as the next bid. With the Max Bid placed the computer will then keep you as the high bidder
to the max amount you have placed. This can be a great feature if you are not able to give 100% attention to the sale close out and protect your interest so you do not miss
out on any lots you want to purchase. The Max Bid amount is completely confidential from the seller during the sale process.
EXAMPLE OF HOW THE MAX BID WORKS - If the lot has a $2000 bid on it and you place a proxy bid of $3500 into the system, the computer will bid $2100 for you
but if some one else bids $2200, the computer will again bid for you, this time at $2300. The system will look after your interest to a maximum of $3500. If another bidder
is on at $3600, your proxy will no longer be effective and you will no longer have the winning bid on this lot without once again logging in and bidding again or moving
your attention to a second lot of interest. Please note that in some cases a lot value can change very quickly if 2 max bids are placed on the same lot competing against
each other.
WATCH LIST FEATURE: If you have items in multiple auctions or only a few from the same auction that you want to watch with out having to scroll through the entire
list you can add the lots to your watchlist. On each lot you will see the “eye” button beside the bid button, by clicking this “watchlist” Icon that item is added to your
personal watchlist for easy viewing of just your favorite lots in this sale or on the entire site.
SALE ENDING / CLOSEOUT: Most FarmGate Timed Auction sales close racehorse style with extended bidding.
WHAT IS RACEHORSE STYLE CLOSE? Racehorse style sale close is when the entire sale stays open in extended bidding. This type of sale allows you as the bidder to
change to a different lot within the same sale if the bidding has gone in to extended bidding.
HOW WILL EXTENDED BIDDING WORKS? When we get to the close out end time the clock for close extends with any bid placed with less than 5 min on the clock.
This type of extended bidding turns the end time to more of a soft time. Extended bidding allows bidders to compete in lots like a real auction and give all bidders the
same time to make a decision. Always follow the clock to see how much time remains in the sale you are interested in.
BIDDING CLOSE & FOLLOW-UP: After the clock has gone to “ENDED” and no bidding has occurred for 5 min the computer will declare the
sale finished. Following the close typically within 24 hours of the sale close the sale consignor will contact all winning bidders to arrange payment,
transfer of pedigrees and delivery/Pick up of your lot. Or as the winning bidding you can contact the sale consignor / sale manager to confirm
payment instructions.
- Please make sure that your account info is up-to-date and correct if you are the winning bidder of a lot as this is how the billing is sent to Sale manager and/
or Sale consignor.

SALE RUNS APRIL 4 - APRIL 5 | HORSERACE STYLE CLOSE AT 7 PM
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Payweight

JAYMARANDY PAYWEIGHT 25H
JLMA 25H

Sire

BW 80

CE
7.5

2244273

DEC 15, 2020

ADJ WW 617

ADJ YW 1092

BW
0.1

BASIN PAYWEIGHT 006S

BASIN PAYWEIGHT 1682
21AR O LASS 7017

DDAC Score: 3/5
Foot Score: Claw 5 | Angle 6

DAM

Dam

WW
50

YW
89

Milk
29

PF HOOVER DAM 041

YOUNG DALE GRACE 169B

YOUNG DALE GRACE 107W

Calving Ease: ***
Frame Score: 4.8 Hip Height: 48.5

MATERNAL BROTHER

MATERNAL SISTER

Young Dale Grace 169B has put us onto the Angus world map very early
in our years as Black Angus cattle breeders. We aren’t rookies to cattle
production but she sure made the Black Angus breed welcoming. I can’t
ever and will never be able to say enough about this great cow. She has 3
daughters in production here and I wish we had 20 more. Next year we will
add 2 more. Interest in her genetics led us to sell many genetic opportunities
by her, which has slowed our increase in production daughters. That
said, and with our new partners on the cow, Beaman X6 Ranch in La Salle
Colorado, we will continue to build on her influence. When the opportunity
to buy a son rolls around I suggest people take it seriously. Jaymarandy
Payweight 25H is quite the individual himself. As you can see he is made
incredibly well with a phenotype that follows the cows nicely. Small headed,
reasonable birthweight, style to burn, bold and balance through his middle
third. Could he be a bit bigger, yes. I would have to say that would be my
fault. Some cows that we use for recips occasionally let us down when
it comes to milking and this is one of those cases. She could have done
better. Do not let her genetic inferiority scare you off this guy. He is a
legitimate cow maker deluxe. He is backed up by the hard to come by Basin
Payweight 1682 that has sired notable bulls such as Deer Valley Growth
Fund and the $1.25 Million valued VAR Powerplay. The genetic potential
here is unlimited. Build a cowherd around this one right here. The cow has
gathered over $130,000 in receipts and the sires impact is enumerable.

MATERNAL SISTER

5

MATERNAL SISTER

2

True North

JAYMARANDY TRUE NORTH 26H
JLMA 26H

Sire

BW 94

CE
3.0

2203348

DEC 12, 2020

ADJ WW 715

ADJ YW 1040

BW
2.3

Dam

WW
56

BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040

YW
92

Milk
19

PF HOOVER DAM 041

JAYMARANDY TRUE NORTH 902G JAYMARANDY GRACE 510C
JAYMARANDY GRACE JLMA 640D

DDAC Score: 3/5
Foot Score: Claw 6 | Angle 6

6

SIRE

YOUNG DALE GRACE 102Z

Calving Ease: *
Frame Score: 5.1 Hip Height: 50

MATERNAL SISTER

Jaymarandy True North is a bred for maternal type that has our
top 2 Grace cows within the first 3 generations of his pedigree
on both sides. Perfectly close bred to ensure the maternal is
a lock. His dam has been a quiet money maker that we have
been able to count on every year. She is a 7/8 sibling to the
Young Dale Grace 169B cow and is a direct daughter of Young
Dale Grace 102Z, who will be entering our donor program
this year. His maternal sister is the $27,500 Jaymarandy Grace
901G purchased by Beaman X6 Ranch of Colorado and C Bar
L Cattle Company of Russell Kansas through the Keystone
Klassic Sale in 2020. She has gone on to become a beautiful
production and donor cow. Her first daughter was a favourite
in The Premier Livestock and Guests Falls View Sale that sold
to ZWT Ranch of Crossville Tennessee. Again, it is a drum we
beat loud and proud, the maternal is in the blood. His sire,
Jaymarandy True North, was the high seller in our 2019 sale to
Prime Ridge Stock Farms. The feed back on him is that he was
and incredible breeding piece that produced 900-1000 pound
calves at weaning. A great opportunity.

DAUGHTER OF MATERNAL SISTER

GRANDDAM

3

One Eyed Jack

JAYMARANDY ONE EYED JACK 28H
JLMA 28H

Sire

BW 68

CE
8.0

2203386

DEC 26, 2020

ADJ WW 735

ADJ YW 1124

BW
0.0

HF G-MAN 29B

SEVERTSON G-MAN 288E

SEVERTSON ZIMMIE 90Z

DDAC Score: 4/5
Foot Score: Claw 6 | Angle 6

DAM

Dam

WW
51

YW
83

Milk
20

COLBURN PRIMO 5153

JAYMARANDY GRACE 913G

YOUNG DALE GRACE 107W

Calving Ease: ***
Frame Score: 5.0 Hip Height: 48.5

SIRE

Jaymarandy One Eyed Jack, legitimately has only one
eye. Could there be a more fitting name? Unfortunately
within the first hour of life this bull had a lens injury
and we had to remove the remainder of his eye prior
to going to pasture. As unfortunate as that may
seem, the rest of him is incredibly good and will
work incredibly well. Low birth weight, with really
nice performance out of a first calf heifer. This guy
has hair, style, phenotype and is very docile. If I felt
comfortable showing a yearly and mature bull with one
eye I would probably keep him to do just that. But this
guys best years are ahead of him in production. He is
a stud and I can’t say enough good about him. Calve
the heifer pen with ease and bask in the replacement
opportunities. He is product of another great Grace
female we are excited for the future of and our recently
deceased Severton’s G-Man bull. The G-Man bull did
exactly what we bought him for, female production. He
obviously makes bulls the right way too.
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JAYMARANDY

116J

JLMA 116J

2203380

FEB 1, 2021

BW 82

ADJ WW 714

ADJ YW 1127

Sire

CE
6.0

BW
0.5

HF G-MAN 29B

SEVERTSON G-MAN 288E

SEVERTSON ZIMMIE 90Z

DDAC Score: 3/5
Foot Score: Claw 5 | Angle 6
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G-MAN
G-Man
Dam

WW
58

YW
102

Milk
21

S A V SENSATION 5615

NORTH PERTH BARBARA 850

NORTH PERTH BARBARA 011

Calving Ease: ***
Frame Score: 5.0 Hip Height: 48.75

MATERNAL BROTHER

Another one of the G-Man son’s that has a standout
mother. North Perth Barbara 850F is a larger framed
female with a perfect udder and good feet. She is a
powerful cow that is twice bred to the highest income
earning Angus cow in the world, 4136. It would take 2
pages to point form list the son’s and daughters she has
put forth into the industry. Industry leading sires that
have led the breed in registrations in the US. No small
feat. 116J is long made and carries much of soft look
that made G-Man so inviting to own and utilize. Again,
another highly maternal bull that is well balanced in
phenotype and on paper. A maternal brother was a
higher selling lot and well contested bull going to Garth
and Christy Dube.

5

Grin 117J
COPENHAGEN GRIN
JAYMARANDY Copenhagen
JLMA 117J

2203357

FEB 1, 2020

BW 98

ADJ WW 770

ADJ YW 1226

Sire

CE
-1.0

BW
3.5

S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004
JAYMARANDY COPENHAGEN SMILE
EXAR BLACKBIRD 0698

DDAC Score: 4/5
Foot Score: Claw 6 | Angle 6

SIRE

Dam

WW
61

YW
103

Milk
28

One of the larger framed bulls in the offering that stems
from the Galten program in Ontario. A great find on
behalf of Ben Wright that we feel fortunate to own. His
mother is a big powerful cow with a massive middle
third and perfect feet. She provides a bit of fresh
pedigree to Canada being a GAR Prophet daughter.
Prophet is performance bull used heavily in the USA.
117J himself has great feet and is a strong cross of
maternal and performance traits.

G A R PROPHET

GALTEN PROPHET MISTY 92E

JAMESVIEW MISS MORRISON 25W

Calving Ease: *
Frame Score: 6.5 Hip Height: 52.25

FULL SISTER
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FORT Gibraltar
GIBRALTAR 119J
JAYMARANDY Fort
JLMA 119J

2203363

FEB 11, 2021

BW 93

ADJ WW 738

ADJ YW 1275

Sire

CE
1.0

BW
2.2

S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004
JAYMARANDY COPENHAGEN SMILE
EXAR BLACKBIRD 0698

DDAC Score: 4/5
Foot Score: Claw 6 | Angle 6
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Dam

WW
57

YW
96

Milk
24

SITZ LONGEVITY 556Z

YOUNG DALE TIBBIE 724E

BROOKMORE TIBBIE 222T

Calving Ease: *
Frame Score: 5.1 Hip Height: 48.75

SIRE

This bull traces back to one of the most influential
Tibbie cows in the history of the breed and two of
the most influential breeding programs of Canadian
history, Brookmore Farms and Young Dale Angus - the
dam of Young Dale Xcaliber 32X, Brookmore Tibbie
222T. Xcaliber’s influence is deep in the industry with
over 600 registered offspring in the Canadian Registry
and a NWSS pen of 3 win for Frey Angus Ranch in
North Dakota. Also, he laid the ground work for
young Dale Angus’ history making $146,000 Young
Dale Believe plus so many other great bulls from their
program. Fort Gibraltar is a long made, balanced bull
with extra hip and hair and is made right in so many
ways. The females from this Tibbie family are efficient
made cows with beautiful udders. Look for him to be a
replacement female maker with the bonus of having the
carcass value that the Copenhagen Smile cattle produce.

7

CBL FORT
Fort ELLICE
Ellice 121J
JAYMARANDY CBL
JLMA 121J

2203382

FEB 24, 2021

BW 96

ADJ WW 769

ADJ YW 1377

Sire

CE
-2.0

BW
3.1

S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004
JAYMARANDY COPENHAGEN SMILE
EXAR BLACKBIRD 0698

DDAC Score: 4/5
Foot Score: Claw 5 | Angle 6

DAM

Dam

WW
60

YW
103

Milk
24

NORTH CAMP SILVER STAR 5103

MERIT SOCIALITE 8146F

MERIT SOCIALITE 4064

Calving Ease: *
Frame Score: 5.4 Hip Height: 49

MATERNAL SISTER

This is our highest yearling weight indexing bull in the
older group of bulls and is one of my favourite in the
pen. His dam was the choice of myself and Guy Laflin
of North Camp Angus and Clinton Laflin of C Bar L
Cattle Co from the Females Of Merit Sale where she
was the $14,000 high selling female. The Socialite cows
are a mainstay with the Merit program and are so for
good reason. These females are beautiful big bodied
cows that have perfect feet, ideal udders and a strong
maternal instinct. This guys mother flat out produces
awesome cattle. His sister and his dam will be entering
into our donor program in order to proliferate our
herd with a new family of highly maternal cows. He is
a masculine bull with great lines, is thick topped and
wide butted with a broad base and great feet.
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Renegade 122J
NATURAL RENEGADE
JAYMARANDY Natural

9

JLMA 122J

2244265

FEB 25, 2021

BW 101

ADJ WW 743

ADJ YW 1248

Sire

CE
2.5

BW
3.1

Dam

WW
58

S A V BISMARCK 5682

BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y

YW
104

Milk
24

PVF INSIGHT 0129

MF ERICA 8080

BAR-E-L MAGNOLIA 143K

DDAC Score: 4/5
Foot Score: Claw 4 | Angle 5

MF ERICA 6060

Calving Ease: *
Frame Score: 5.1 Hip Height: 48.25

Horse 123J
FORTGary
GARY HORSE
JAYMARANDY Fort
JLMA 123J

2203381

MAR 1, 2021

BW 83

ADJ WW 731

ADJ YW 1279

Sire

CE
1.5

BW
1.6

S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004
JAYMARANDY COPENHAGEN SMILE
EXAR BLACKBIRD 0698

DDAC Score: 4/5
Foot Score: Claw 4 | Angle 6

Dam

WW
56

YW
97

Milk
25

PVF INSIGHT 0129

MF ERICA 8080

MF ERICA 6060

Natural Renegade puts it all together. This son of the Great female
maker Bar E-L Natural Law has muscle shape blended with ideal
softness, big rib, big belly, ideal bone, ideal movement. He is not
your typical Angus bull. He is powerful from his herd bull skull all
the way to the ground. His sire has produced so many amazing
females for the industry including a CWA Supreme Champion
Cow in PM Echo 8’16 and also the great donor and many time
Champion female Bar E-L Erica 74A. Many of his sons have also
gone on to produce huge dollars in the sales ring. The dam of
this bull is our donor MF Erica 8080, a gem of a find in a sale in
Oklahoma. She has been producing really powerful bulls for us and
has an undeniable presence in the ring and in the pasture. Being
sired by the NWSS Champion bull and Genex staple, PVF Insight,
would make this guy twice bred SAV Bismarck - one of the most
influential female makers in breed history. Her first son sold last
year to long time customer Sliworski Ranch. This bull would see
full time service in our program if we weren’t already so deep in
bull power. Regardless he will be a bull we will be sampling in the
future. Assess the BW and know that his Limousin recip is one of
our best but always puts extra BW in her calves due to the extended
gestation. Not only that but she was also one of the silage fed
cows from last year. Knowing that he is a recip calf and knowing
how they were fed last year should instil faith that the bull will not
produce that way. He is legit excellent!

Easy as 1 2 3? Pretty convenient tattoo. He bears
many similarities to his slightly older maternal sibling.
Powerful bodied, excellent structured, style with no
limit, hairy, with a beautifully made skull that will
drive the calving ease. I don’t normally attempt to sell
anything born after February as a yearling but Fort
Gary is a legitimate herd bull and should be assessed
as such. He carries significant calving ease, good
performance and has the phenotype to win banners.
Our Copenhagen Smile cattle are our best carcass
cattle to date and look for him to continue this trend.

Calving Ease: ***
Frame Score: 5.0 Hip Height: 48

DAM OF LOT 8 & 9

MATERNAL BROTHER TO LOT 8 & 9
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JL

SPECIAL
Special FOCUS
Focus 114J

MRA 114J

CXM4112601

JAN 27, 2021

BW 82

48% Limousin

Double Polled

Sire

CE
14

BW
-0.9

MYTTY IN FOCUS

B P F SPECIAL FOCUS 504

B P F BLACK CASH 341

DDAC Score: 4/5
Foot Score: Claw 6 | Angle 6
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Dam

WW
58

YW
87

Milk
24

COTTAGE LAKE BOSTON

JL LNA GUMMY BEAR 967G

LNA WONDER GIRL 949W

Calving Ease: ***
Frame Score: 4.9 Hip Height: 48.5

This product of a first calf heifer is a very good
complement to our Angus bulls. He is full of meat,
style and is hairy. Many people don’t put stock in hair,
but, we need too. Cattle with lots of hair that can shed
early are important in Canada. We are wide open here
on our farm for 2 miles straight North and as such a
subject to some major winds. Cattle with this type of
hair do so much better as they expend less energy to
stay warm in the winter, driving up the gain. This is a
bull whose dam can be traced all the way back to the
first group of cows my parents purchase in Alberta over
45 years ago. She is a beautiful cow that has any ideal
udder and did a great job of growing out this universal
sire so well. Decades of consistency crossed with
calving ease Angus genetics.

11

Imminent Thunder

JL IMMINENT THUNDER 22H
JLMA 22H

BPTRS1362192

SEP 28, 2020

BW 89

28/32 Simmental

Polled

Sire

CE
11.4

BW
-0.5

WS PILGRIM H182U

TKCC CARVER 65C

FORD RJ DOLLY Y83

DDAC Score: 4/5
Foot Score: Claw 4 | Angle 5

DAM

Dam

WW
71.6

YW
100.1

Milk
22.1

HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K

TRIPLE C SHEARDESIGNS03M
LUCAS JOSIE 19K

Calving Ease: ***
Frame Score: 5.5 Hip Height: 52.5

22H HEADSHOT

This is the type of Simmental cattle that we are setting out to
produce. Long, full of meat, reasonable at birth with calving
ease and strong maternal genetics that can still perform. At 14
months old Thunder was 1500 pounds having lived most of
his life till then on grass. He has a powerfully designed body
with a nicely made shoulder and a perfect head confirmation.
When we bought these embryos we had hoped for females.
Unfortunately we got a bull, fortunately he is a stud. We don’t
have enough Simmental cows to justify keeping him and using
him here as a full time sire. As a percentage we are unable to
crossbreed and register the calves. We will be using semen on
this bull in the future as we would like to incorporate as much
of his beautiful dam into our program as possible. The bonus
for some seeking out a bull of this quality is that he is also
Homozygous Polled and Homozygous Black. Commercial or
purebred in utilization, Thunder will make positive impacts on
the program. No matter the angle you assess this bull at his is
a no holes bull - great at the ground, big bone, flared muscle
shape, attractive yet masculine skulled and great hair. This bull
could make a big impact next year in the Percentage shows
throughout North America. He is made that way.
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LIGHTS and
AND SIRENS
Sirens911G
JAYMARANDYLights
JLMA 911G

2112469

FEB 15, 2019

BW 88

ADJ WW 755

ADJ YW 1423

Sire

CE
7.0

BW
0.2

CONNEALY EARNAN 076E

Dam

WW
61

YW
101

Milk
24

JUSTAMERE 1728 MAXIMUM 430A

BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040 JAYMARANDY GRACE JLMA 640D
E A ROSE 918

DDAC Score: 4/5
Foot Score: Claw 6 | Angle 5
Present Weight: 2400 lbs

Calving Ease: ***
Frame Score: 5.7
Present Scrotal: 43.5 cm

5 lots will sell as variable sized semen packages. Once the
winning party is confirmed per lot they can confirm the
size of the semen package that best suits their respective
program. The key to this sale is that we are selling each lot
as a minimum of 10 straws to a maximum of 50 straws.
We want to provide everyone the opportunity to purchase
a breeding slot regardless of the size of the program and
needs for this breeding season. The bull will be standing
at stud at Bow Valley Genetics in Alberta. Semen available
for Australia, USA and Canada. We do acknowledge that
due to not making the trip South that we are a bit behind
on drawing. Please contact Mark if you have interest in
this very unique breeding piece and I can keep you abreast
to the destination availability as things progress.
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YOUNG DALE GRACE 169B

911G - YEARLING

Lights and Sirens is our way of incorporating our Grace cows into
every calf that is born on the farm while also adding the great EA
Rose into our pedigrees. 911G is one of the stoutest bulls that I have
ever utilized in any breed that can still calve heifers unassisted. He
is well balanced on the profile and is incredibly thick made. He is
also broad at the ground and stands on excellent feet. His mother
has been our most consistent donor as far as live calf production
and his grand dam is none other than Young Dale Grace 169B. At
Canadian Western Agribition he was our anchor bull in our class
winning pen of three. He was exhibited with a flush mate as the lead
bull and a maternal sib to their dam as our middle entry. Being that
911 was a bit smaller than his 2 January born counterparts we ended
our day with a class win only. I feel it was a great day being that
they were 3 of the ONLY 4 bulls we had born that year. Numerous
Purebred and Commercial producers found him in the pen and had
lots of positive things to say about the bull. We have always believed
in the bulls ability to do great things but wanted to prove him before
we moved forward with semen sales. He calves heifers unassisted
thus far and still provides enough power that the mature cows
potential is not depreciated by too small a birthweight. He is truly a
special individual.

911G - 2 YEAR OLD

DAM

THANK YOU
Thank
You

TO ALL THE BIDDERS AND BUYERS WHO SUPPORTED OUR PROGRAM!

ROSE BOWL - $10,500
Lyseng Land & Cattle and Ty Kueber

ROSE BOWL - $4500
Ben Dumontel

KEYSTONE KLASSIC - $9500
Rocky Top Cattle Company

FEMALES of
OF the
THE FALL
Females
Fall
ONLINE FEMALE SALE
KEYSTONE KLASSIC - $3500
Harviecrest Ranching

FALLS VIEW SALE - $6750
ZWT Ranch

JAYMARANDY LIVESTOCK
OCTOBER, 2O22
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BCCTahoe
TAHOE 24H
BCC
24H

RETURN UNDELIVERABLE MAIL TO
Box 1273
Beausejour, MB
R0E 0C0

NEW HERD SIRE

9806623

Sire

Tehama Upward Y238

Tehama Tahoe B767

Dam

Tehama Mary Blackbird Y684

Basin Payweight 1682

CC Elba Merrick 55E

J A F Elba Merrick 53U

CE
2.0

BW
2.7

WW
85

YW
142

Milk
35

